MOSCOW TOUR

July 21-26

SUN 21 Depart from the UK to Moscow SHEREMETYVO. The first few nights, we are staying at the new
Radisson at SVO. This hotel overlooks the ramp and has a rooftop terrace that has amazing views. On
arrival, we walk to the hotel and spend the afternoon spotting from the roof terrace, which will be opened
especially for our group.
MON 22 We visit the amazing Monino museum, In the afternoon, visits to CHERNOE and ZARYA,
TUE 23

Today is a full day trip to Vnukovo where we spot from the end of the runway. In the afternoon

we check-in at the newly opened Doubletree hotel with rooms and restaurant overlooking the whole ramp.
WED 24 After breakfast we depart for a full day at DOMODEDOVO. Return to VKO in the evening.
We will try to get a full ramp tour (which may incur a fee of 60 euros) but at this stage can’t be confirmed.
THU 25 Today we visit DME for the morning, with another look around the back of Vnukovo and either
some time taking pictures at the end of the runway, or early return to hotel.
FRI 26 This morning we take a closer look at the technical area behind SVO, with access for pictures.
Then we visit PARK PATRIOT and VADIM ZADOROZNY museums, before returning to SVO for our
evening return flights back to the UK.

- Extensions and local departures are possible For those who have never been to Moscow, we will arrange a full day tour of the big museums
and some of the various aircraft around the city. For this option, you can fly out one day early.

*Fly out on Saturday, for an extra £75 - With city tour £115*
(Single room, extra £60)

Cost: £990

Deposit: £290

Single Room: £225

Price includes All flights with taxes, 5 nights hotel, Ground transportation,
Local guide (OLGA), museum entrances, visa support.

Radisson views- SVO

Doubletree views- VKO

